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be if telepresence was integrated throughout each stage. For
instance, when a suspect is arraigned by a judge, instead of this
occurring in a courtroom, the suspect never has to leave the jail
telepresence system. As a result, the two deputies who otherwise
would have had to escort him from jail to the courthouse are back
on patrol.
In another instance, an expert working for a busy urban
forensics lab can testify via telepresence for a court proceeding,
These are but two of the many ways in which telepresence
is being used in courtrooms, police stations and correctional
facilities throughout the world. This issue brief will examine
telepresence in every stage of the human justice process, demonstrating how this technology can not only make services
more efficient and affordable, but also more accessible — and
therefore more just.

Why now?
decade in many areas of the United States (up 40 percent in Florida from 2000 to 2008, for example, with increased cost of up
to 45 percent).1 Globally, the prison population has grown substantially in just the past two years. According to a 2011 report
from the International Centre for Prison Studies, approximately
10 million people are incarcerated worldwide, including almost 3
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million in the U.S. alone.2 At the same time, budgets continue to
shrink as tax revenues decline. Justice agencies are forced to do
more with less. In the Philippines, a 25 percent shortfall in judges
in recent years is slowing case resolution. Criminal justice agencies around the world are patrolling the streets with fewer law
creating lab backlogs.
Meanwhile, prisons are straining to accommodate new prisoners. In May 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court ordered the state of
California to release 40,000 inmates, not because they had served
their sentences, but due to prison overcrowding that had reached
untenable levels (prisons are close to double capacity). Needless
to say, this raises public safety concerns.
Using video technology can save cash-strapped court and corprocessing more cases in the same amount of time. Fewer personnel are needed to transport prisoners. Expert witnesses don’t
have to spend time and money traveling.

Telepresence in the Human Justice Process

Telepresence services can help reduce prison populations —

society and reducing recidivism rates. Prisoners can meet virtually with family, keeping support systems in place. Low-risk pris-
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Investigation and Arrest Phase

A police officer on weekend car patrol carries a ruggedized
laptop, loaded with a video client that lets her connect wirelessly
to video cameras at the station and the jail. She leaves her car to
talk to a suspect, taking her tablet along. She uses its camera to
grab a video of the suspect, which she sends for identification. She
can also get an arrest or search warrant from a judge, because the
magistrate is tapped into a telepresence network.
Once the suspect is at the station, officers decide if a mental
health evaluation is needed. This is done using a mobile video cart
that connects via telepresence with a specialist at a mental health
facility. If the suspect is found to be in good mental health, an
arraignment — also conducted via video camera — is the next step.
Without telepresence, police officers and other law enforcement personnel would need to transport a prisoner to a courtroom
or hospital, perhaps threatening public safety. The prisoner’s legal
counsel would similarly have to travel between locations.
By using video services, the proceedings take less time, are more
secure and cost less money.
•		In Oakland County, Mich., 40 police departments were equipped
with warrant issuance technology. Police officers were able to
process each warrant an average of four hours more quickly.
The telepresence arrangement is estimated to save $4.2 million
annually due to reduced transportation and prisoner housing
costs.
•		Video technology has allowed the state of Virginia to provide
around-the-clock magistrate services.
Crime scene investigation can also benefit from video technology. Forensics personnel videotape the scene in high definition
(HD) for later review and possible courtroom use. Investigators
also note the scene’s “geolocation” in a GIS (geographic information system), so that it can be mapped online and potentially used
in court to give a jury a better idea of where the crime took place.
Autopsies can be recorded for trial use. In addition, crime
scenes and autopsy footage may be used by forensics professionals
for training.
•		The Alabama Department of Forensic Sciences found that HD
video was critical for viewing slides, autopsy photos and crime
scene photos. Another benefit: using telepresence for training and meetings. Due to budget cuts, the state had suspended
travel, leaving experts in Alabama’s 11 forensic labs unable to
attend training sessions covering new developments in toxicology, pathology, firearms and driving under the influence (DUI)
evidence analysis. By allowing virtual sessions instead, the agency
saved $91,000 in travel costs in just the first six months of 2009.
The video technology also let Alabama forensic biology analysts
conference with the FBI to provide input for its Combined DNA
Index System.

Prosecution and Pre-Trial Phase

Arraignments, cross-jurisdictional hearings, and other pretrial hearings can be held via telepresence, saving costs for prisoner transport and reducing time in court. This also frees police
and court staff for other duties, which improves public safety and
makes the system more efficient.
•		In 2008, Pennsylvania allocated $4.2 million to install 488 telepresence units throughout state courthouses to help process
the more than 85,000 arrestees annually. The state now saves an

estimated $21 million per year by allowing arraignments and
other proceedings to be held via telepresence. The savings come
largely from reduced prison transport costs, which can range
from $79 for trips between jail and courthouse to as much as
$750 for transporting inmates to and from more distant correctional facilities. In addition, the state reduced the total time
of processing a detainee from 6.3 hours to 1.8 hours.
•		Middleburg Heights, Ohio, police officers give grand jury
testimony from their stations rather than travel to the courthouse (which can take up to three hours from their work day).
“We did it because when you take a police officer off the street,
it takes time and money, plus security,” explained Prosecutor
William Mason.

USING SMARTPHONES WITH AUDIO RECORDERS
AND IN-CAR VIDEO CAMERAS THAT ARE
INTEGRATED WITH DEPARTMENTAL DATABASES
AND THE COMPUTER-AIDED DISPATCH SYSTEM,
POLICE OFFICERS ARE ABLE TO DIGITALLY RECORD
AND COLLECT REAL-TIME INFORMATION DURING
EVERY TRAFFIC STOP.
•		Virginia City, Va., saw the length of probable cause hearings
fall from one hour to 20 minutes after adopting telepresence.
•		In India, video is being used in pre-trial proceedings. About 75
percent of India’s jail population have not yet been convicted of
crimes. However, there aren’t enough police to transport prisoners to court for hearings so jail residents, especially the poor,
must wait behind bars. Telepresence is speeding up the process
while saving money. Bangalore Central Prison estimates more
than 900,000 rupees — about $20,000 — is saved each month.
•		Australian Aborigines and others living in rural and remote
areas are able to use telepresence for remand and bail hearings,
pre-trial conferences and other proceedings rather than having
to travel great distances to cities.
Telepresence also can provide faster access to translators and
sign language interpreters, when needed.
•		In Abu Dhabi, known for multilingualism among its citizenry,
translators are available via telepresence systems set up in police
stations. This helps inspectors and investigators complete interviews without having to wait for available in-person translators
and interpreters.
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• Appellate – In appellate courts (which make the least use of
telepresence), video is most often used for oral arguments by
attorneys who are not physically present. The second most
common usage occurs when judges are located elsewhere and
need to oversee the proceedings remotely.
Other trial uses for telepresence include pleas, especially
when there is no trial and a plea agreement has been reached. In
one Pennsylvania case, a defendant agreed to a plea bargain via
telepresence that resolved four cases. Without the video arrangement, he would have had to enter pleas in person for each case,
meaning up to four bus trips from his correctional facility to the
criminal justice center.

Corrections and Re-entry Phase

Courtesy of The Korea Correctional Facilities, Ministry of Justice.

Trial and Sentencing Phase

The American Bar Association frowns on entire trials taking
place by telepresence, but has remained neutral on other proceedings, such as hearings and arraignments. In some countries, such as
Russia and China, trials have taken place via telepresence. However,
most justice systems restrict video to parts of the trial process.
One common use: taking testimony from remote witnesses
— experts or others for whom travel represents a burden — and
child witnesses.
Expert witnesses may be better able to appear in a court proceeding if travel is not required. Labs and other agencies that
employ forensic experts do not have to lose staff for the time it
takes for them to travel to and from a courthouse.
•		Michigan State Police forensic scientists give expert testimony in criminal trials around the state about 1,000 times
per year. Trips can last up to three days, negatively impacting
productivity for the state’s seven labs (which process between
75 and 100 blood-alcohol cases per day). After setting up a
telepresence program, analysts began delivering remote testimonies, saving travel time and expense.
•		In Wisconsin, analysts project that 18 percent of expert witness costs could be saved if provided remotely.
A survey released in 2010 by the National Center on State
Courts examined use of telepresence in several different types of
trial courts.3
• Criminal – About 60 percent of respondents used telepresence
in criminal courts. The most common use for telepresence was
for initial appearances, followed by arraignment. Other common uses included motion hearings, status conferences, mental
health evaluations and remote witness testimony.
• Civil – Telepresence is less likely in civil courts — used by a
third of courts responding to the survey. The top use was for
remote witness testimony.
• Family – Top use in family court is for “intimidated” or “protected child” testimony. Another common use occurs during
visitation and custody disputes when a parent is in another state
or court jurisdiction and needs to testify remotely.

Prisoners can make use of telepresence in many ways while
incarcerated: meeting with attorneys, appearing in appeals hearings, receiving medical care, taking online classes, visiting family
and friends, making arrangements with housing providers in preparation for release, and even reconciling with their victims.
Telemedicine
Using telemedicine services reduces clinic and hospital waiting times, improves public safety, and lowers travel costs associated with transferring prisoners.
•		The Michigan Department of Corrections conducted more
than 1,000 telemedicine visits in 2007, saving about $125,000
in transportation costs.
•		Prisons across Korea use a telemedicine network to connect
prisoners with local hospitals for remote patient care. Digital
medical devices, such as ECG and X-ray machines, are used in
conjunction with these services.
•		The University of Texas Medical Branch provides services to
about 168,000 Texas inmates, making more than 60,000 telemedicine consultations each year. Savings over six years: $215
million — with a 90 percent satisfaction rate among patients.
Distance learning
Inmates can take college-level courses using Webcams for
interactive lectures and discussions. Similarly, they can participate in video-based life-skills classes, helping them prepare for
re-entry into society.
Family visits
Prisoners who are able to maintain connections with family
and friends are less likely to reoffend, studies show. When visitors
are unable to make visits in person due to distance or other factors, telepresence can provide an alternative.
•		In Singapore, families of inmates in prisons located in remote
parts of the country use “tele-visitation” to communicate via
video. The tele-visits take place at Prison Link Centres located
near train stations as well as designated community sites.
Restorative justice
Some rehabilitation programs encourage contact between
prisoner and victim, so that the prisoner can make amends.
In Australia and New Zealand, the most common way for this
“restorative justice” to take place is via teleconferencing and
telepresence.
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Kiosks for monitoring
As prisoners leave correctional facilities but remain on parole;
they can be monitored using second-generation, video-enabled
kiosks, allowing interactive visits rather than in-person ones.
Such service is provided to parolees considered at lower risk of
reoffending, allowing parole officers to concentrate their energies
and resources on those considered to be of higher risk.
The New York City Department of Probation began a kiosk
supervision system in 1996 to help its overburdened probation
officers; by the mid-2000s, about 70 percent of offenders on probation were using kiosks. Research shows the re-arrest rate for
low-risk offenders monitored by kiosk is 5 to 10 percent lower
than for those monitored by other means.4

AS PRISONERS LEAVE CORRECTIONAL
FACILITIES BUT REMAIN ON PAROLE;
THEY CAN BE MONITORED USING
SECOND-GENERATION, VIDEO-ENABLED
KIOSKS, ALLOWING INTERACTIVE VISITS
RATHER THAN IN-PERSON ONES.
Initiated by the Ministry of Justice in France, the creation of
contact terminals Visio Justice is twofold: to provide legal services
to local people outside its jurisdiction, and to simplify its administrative procedures. The kiosk also enhances access to justice
for all and modernizes the working tools of justice. The first six
kiosks, equipped with interactive terminals, have been open since
the beginning of 2010. The network continues to grow and will
reach 11 locations by the end of 2011 and 16 locations in 2012.

Next Steps

In a 2010 survey of court systems in the U.S., the National
Center on State Courts found that among 164 respondents, about
70 percent are already using video technology in some way. Of the
courts that were not, about a third planned to add telepresence —
some within the next two years.
However, barriers remain. The chief barrier is cost, with
“insufficient funding” cited by 45 percent of respondents. While
funds are indeed tight, telepresence appears to be a revenue-generator for court systems such as Pennsylvania, where an initial
investment of $4 million has turned into $21 million generated
annually, or Utah, which has reduced prisoner transport costs by
one-third. With its rapid ROI, telepresence can be a boon to cashstarved county and state coffers.

UNDERWRITTEN BY:

Another barrier is lack of buy-in by some stakeholders; that is,
resistance from court officers to the technology itself — from the
up-ending of tradition, to worries over lack of privacy, or the tooeasy dismissal of defendants if they appear as pixels on a screen
rather than a person standing in front of a judge.
Change can be unsettling and civil liberties must indeed be
guarded. But as Cumberland County, Pa., District Justice Tom
Placey told a local TV station about his court’s use of telepresence:
“Some folks were apprehensive about using it. Once it became
apparent that it was like turning on your television and talking
to someone on the other side of your television, more and more
of the people that were afraid of the technology started using it.”5
Or as one Wisconsin court official wrote in a response to the
NCSC survey, “Videoconferencing can help tremendously with
the administration of justice if you have all the stakeholders
wanting to make it work. Proactive judges and attorneys that find
ways to use it and make it work reap benefits for all.”
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